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Fast magnetization reversal of GdFeCo induced by femtosecond laser pulses
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Pump-pulse induced magnetization reversal of amorphous Gd23.1Fe71.9Co5.0 showed a subpicosecond mag-
netization collapse followed by a slower reversal. The reversal dynamics is well described by the Bloch
equation via a reversal time that does not depend on temperature, but strongly decreases with increasing pump
fluence. A comparison to data obtained in external saturation field and in remanence opened the way to separate
the contributions due to temperature induced effects within single domains from those related to field induced
domain formation.
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Ultrafast magnetization dynamics is one of the most ch
lenging issues of modern magnetism. To date, two main
perimental approaches are followed in order to initiate th
dynamics in ferromagnets. The first technique uses s
magnetic field pulses to excite a coherent spin preces
which changes the direction of the magnetizationM on a
hundred picosecond time scale.1–7 Within the second ap-
proach, optical excitations by femtosecond laser pulses
used to affect the magnitude ofM. Though great care has t
be taken to separate real magnetization dynamics from o
cal artifacts due to spin-independent changes of the elec
distributions8,9 significant reduction and even erasure ofM
within less than 2 ps is consistently reported for itinera
ferromagnets.8–15 All experiments on femtosecond las
pulse induced magnetization dynamics only concerned
breakdown and recovery ofM within a fixed direction and
did not address magnetization reversal. However, the sp
limit for thermomagnetic writing is of decisive importanc
for magneto-optical recording, which has become one of
most important technologies for removable storage med16

In particular, the speed of the thermally assisted copying
amplification processes within magnetically amplifi
magneto-optical systems~MAMMOS! is of high technologi-
cal interest.17

Laser pulse induced magnetization reversal can
sketched as a three-step process: First, the increase of
tron and lattice temperature causes a breakdown ofM and of
coercive fieldHc . Secondly, barrierless magnetization rev
sal takes place as soon asHc drops below an oppositely
directed external field. During the third and last step
sample cools down and all material parameters reach t
initial values again. Thus, temperature and field induced
fects drive the reversal.

In this paper, we report on femtosecond laser pulse
duced magnetization reversal in the presence of an exte
static field Hext, measured on ferrimagneti
a-Gd23.1Fe71.9Co5.0, a typical read-out layer of MAMMOS
We demonstrate that the contributions due to the tempera
dynamics within single domains can be separated from th
related to transient domain formation. This is achieved
comparison of the results obtained for three different c
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figurations ofHext: ~i! Hext is a saturation field,~ii ! Hext is
antiparallel toM and smaller than theHc at room tempera-
ture, and~iii ! Hext50. Using this separation we show th
crucial importance of transient domain formation for t
magnetization dynamics in configurations~ii ! and ~iii ! and
show how the reversal time can be tuned over 2 orders
magnitude by the laser fluence. Additional evidence for t
result is provided by the shape of hysteresis loops meas
at distinct pump-probe delays.

Assuming that the temperature induced magnetization
namics is known and given byM0@T(t)#, the barrierless
magnetization reversal induced by an oppositely directed
ternal field follows the Bloch equation

dM~ t !

dt
5

2M0@T~ t !#2M ~ t !

t
, ~1!

provided thatM0@T(t)# is related toT(t) via the equilibrium
magnetization curve. The conventional form of Eq.~1! de-
scribes magnetization reversal at fixed temperature (M0
5const) and is thus not adequate to describe thermom
netic writing whereM and T vary with time. The so called
reversal timet, denoting the material specific response tim
of M to magnetic fields, is only directly measured at fix
temperature, since the dynamics of thermomagnetic writ
depends ont and M0@T(t)#, i.e., the cooling rate. This
means thatt corresponds to the delay between the recov
and reversal ofM. Note, that the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilber
equation, widely used to describe the magnetic respons
field pulses, predicts no response for antiparallel orienta
of M andHext.

Though Eq.~1! describes transient magnetization rever
irrespective whether it is due to incoherent rotation ofM
within a single domain state or to the evolution of opposite
directed domains,4 the meaning and behavior oft differs
significantly for both processes. For incoherent rotat
within a single domain,t represents the electron spin-lattic
relaxation timeT1 which depends onT but not on the effec-
tive field Heff .

18 In contrast, the reversal time related to tra
sient domain evolution is insensitive to temperature but
pends on theHeff .

4
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In general, all pump-pulse induced magnetization dyna
ics may be subject to variations of temperature with time a
to transient domain formation. Consequently, any experim
must be able to separate these two effects unambiguo
Though the importance of domain formation has been w
known for ferrimagnetic magneto-optical media for tw
decades,19–21 it has so far been ignored with respect to u
trafast experiments on ferromagnets.12–14However, the need
for external saturation fields to suppress the appearanc
multidomain structures was also observed for ferromagn
nickel.22

The experiments were carried out at room temperatur
air using 100 fs/800 nm laser pulses generated by a com
cial amplified femtosecond laser system~Tsunami, Spitfire,
Spectra-Physics!. The pulses were sent through a variab
attenuation unit before entering a conventional pump-pr
setup. The pump-beam was at normal incidence and focu
to about 1 mm@full width at half maximum~FWHM!#. The
probe pulses, incident on the sample at 30° and focussed
spot size of about 100mm, contained 43103 times less en-
ergy than the pump pulses and caused negligible self-ac
A pump-/probe-spot ratio of 10:1 was chosen to minim
temperature gradients within the probed area. Using a
anced diode scheme as introduced in Ref. 23, we ens
that exclusively the polar Kerr rotation was measured.

A repetitive magnetic field of square wave form was us
to guarantee identical initial conditions for each pump-pro
pulse pair. It was applied along the easy axis of the sam
perpendicular to the surface and phase locked to the l
repetition rate of 20 Hz. Its strength at times between t
subsequent pump-probe pulse pairs was chosen to be m
larger than the coercive field at room temperatureHC(TR).
The application of this saturation fieldHoff defined the direc-
tion of M and erased any magnetization reversal induced
one pump-pulse before the subsequent pulse excited
sample again. Magnitude and sign of the external fi
present at times when the pump and probe pulses were
flected at the sampleHon will be given below.

The sample was a MAMMOS read-out layer, consisti
of a multilayer structure grown by magnetron sputtering o
glass substrate. A 100 nm thick layer of AlTi on top of th
glass substrate served as a heat sink and enhanced the r
tivity of the sample. A 5 nm thick layer of SiN was used as
buffer layer between the AlTi and the 20 nm thick film
a-Gd23.1Fe71.9Co5.0 which in turn was covered by a 60 nm
thick SiN protection layer. By adding the buffer layer we g
identical interfaces at the ferrimagnetic film. The ferrima
netism ofa-Gd23.1Fe71.9Co5.0 results from antiferromagneti
coupling of the ferromagnetic rare earth~RE! and transition
metal~TM! subsystems. It can be well described in terms
mean field theory that assumes the magnetization of e
subsystem to depend on the mean field determined by
magnetization of both subsystems.24,25 This coupling leads
not only to one common Curie-temperatureTC but also to a
compensation temperatureTcomp at which the RE and TM
magnetizations cancel each other. For our sample,TC and
Tcomp were 532 and'260 K, respectively. Note that onl
the magnetization of the TM subsystem is probed by
linear Kerr-effect at 800 nm.26
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In order to measure changes ofM which were exclusively
caused by transient electron- and lattice temperature, we
plied a constant saturation fieldHon5Hon,sat5Hoff . Corre-
sponding results obtained for a pump-fluence
'5.4 mJ/cm2 are shown in Fig. 1.

In the upper panel~a! the initial magnetization dynamics
identical for both magnetization directions, is compared
simultaneously measured changes of linear reflectivity wh
monitor the time evolution of electron temperatureTe . A
very fast and complete breakdown of magnetization dur
the first picosecond is observed, which is about 500 fs
layed with respect to the increase ofTe . Measured and cal-
culated dynamics of the subsequent magnetization reco
at longer delay times are compared in the lower panel, F
1~b!. The calculation was based on the assumption thatM (t)
is governed by the electron temperature via the equilibri
magnetization curve. Excellent agreement between data
calculation is found which proves that the recovery of ma
netization is solely determined by cooling of the electro
This result is in line with the behavior of itinerant ferroma
nets reported in the literature8–15 and justifies the use of Eq
~1! to analyze transient magnetization reversal.

To probe the dynamics of pump-pulse induced magn
zation reversal, we chooseHon5Hon,opp to be antiparallel to
the initial magnetization. The magnitude ofHon,opp
'2/3HC(Troom) was adjusted such that it did not affect th
magnetization at negative pump-probe delays but that it
large enough to cause significant magnetization reve
within the investigated time range of 800 ps. Since the in
pretation of magnetization reversal dynamics in terms of
~1! requires information about bothM (t) and M0(t), we
periodically switched the external field fromHon,opp ~rever-
sal! to Hon,sat~temperature effects! while scanning the pump

FIG. 1. Magnetization of the TM subsystem of GdFeCo norm
ized to its magnitude at room temperature as a function of pu
probe delay. Comparison of~a! the initial magnetization dynamics
to simultaneously measured changes of linear reflectivity (DR)
monitoring the transient electron temperatureTe and of~b! the mea-
sured recovery ofM at longer delays~symbols! to a theoretical
expectation~solid line! which is obtained by transforming the mea
suredDR(t)}Te(t) into M @Te(t)# via the equilibrium magnetiza-
tion curve.
3-2
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 012413
probe delay. In Fig. 2 the data for five pump-fluences
compared to numerical solutions of Eq.~1!, which were ob-
tained by takingM0(t) as the negative value of the actu
magnetization measured for the external saturation field
treating only the reversal timet as a fit parameter.

Each individual data set is excellently fitted by the Blo
equation via one constant value oft620% despite the fac
that the temperature varies over a large range up to 20
This finding proves that not only the temperature induc
breakdown and recovery of the TM magnetization but a
its reversal dynamics is in line with the behavior of pu
ferromagnets, since Eq.~1! does not account for the couplin
between the TM and RE moments. The fitted reversal tim
decrease strongly with increasing pump fluenceFpump. A
value of (190640) ps is found forFpump55.4 mJ/cm2,
where the Curie temperature is just reached within
probed area, but no delay between the recovery and rev
dynamics is found for a higher fluence of 6.0 mJ/cm2, where
also the surrounding of the probed spot is heated aboveTC .
These results show that the surrounding has a signifi
influence on the reversal dynamics and that the spee
thermomagnetic writing is only limited by the cooling rate
the sample.

Temperature independent reversal times are expected
magnetization reversal by transient domain formation wh
variations of the effective field are restricted to the first fe
picoseconds. We checked this prerequisite by measuring
teresis loops at distinct pump-probe delays. The results,
sented in Fig. 3, demonstrate thatHC remains indeed zero fo
pump-probe delays up to 667 ps. Furthermore, the hyste
loops show a transition from rectangular shape at nega
pump-probe delays~reversal within single domain! to con-
tinuous changes ofM with H at positive delays, which is
characteristic for transient domain formation. Combini
these observations with the behavior oft, we conclude that
the magnetization reversal is due to nucleation and growt
oppositely directed domains driven by the external field. R
garding the increasing speed of the reversal process
increasing pump fluence we suggest that it is related to

FIG. 2. Transient magnetization reversal dynamics~symbols!
measured for distinct pump-fluences,Fpump. Solid lines represen
best fits of Eq.~1! to the data. Values ofFpump ~in units of mJ/cm2)
and of the fitted reversal timest are given. The data are offset fo
clarity.
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increase in the number of initially created nucleation si
and to a simultaneous decrease of the exchange couplin
the surrounding.

So far, we have discussed pump-pulse induced magn
zation dynamics which were controlled by an external fie
By comparing these results to data obtained in remanence
can elucidate whether the magnetization dynamics in re
nence is determined by temperature effects only13 or whether
it is also affected by transient domain formation. The data
Fig. 4, obtained for high pump fluence, show that the dyna
ics in remanence is governed by a convolution of tempe
ture and domain formation effects. This is supported by
perfect agreement of the dynamics observed in remane
and the solid line, representing the sum of the values
tained for Hon,sat and Hon,opp. Our results indicate that the
delayed breakdown of magnetization observed for thin nic
films by time-resolved photoemission in remanence13 could
have been caused by analogous effects of domain forma
When this proposition proves to be true, it would reconc
the contradiction to magneto-optical investigations co
ducted in external saturation fields.8,10

In summary, we reported what we believe to be the fi

FIG. 3. Hysteresis loops measured for a pump fluence of
mJ/cm2 at distinct pump-probe delays given in the figure. The loo
demonstrate that the coercive field remains zero for pump-pr
delays up to'670 ps.

FIG. 4. Comparison of magnetization dynamics measured
Fpump55.4 mJ/cm2 and ~1! Hon5Hsat, ~2! Hon5Hopp, and ~3!
Hon50. The solid line represents the sum of the values obtained
Hsat andHopp.
3-3
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 012413
observation of femtosecond pump-pulse induced magne
tion reversal. For the TM magnetization of ferrimagne
a-Gd23.1Fe71.9Co5.0 the reversal dynamics is perfectly d
scribed by the Bloch equation. The corresponding reve
times do not depend on temperature, but decrease stro
with increasing excitation density. Even identical recove
and reversal dynamics were found for the highest pump
ence. However, the observation of a finite reversal time
(190640) ps when the temperature within the probed a
just exceedsTC indicates significant influence of the cold
surrounding. These results point to nanosecond bit ac
times in MAMMOS, since copying and amplification occ
within '1 mm spots at temperatures belowTC . The behav-
ior of the reversal times as well as the shape of hyster
loops measured at distinct pump-probe delays provide str
hy

pp

ev

d

:

hy

ys
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evidence that the magnetization reversal is due to trans
domain formation. Regarding the purely temperature indu
magnetization dynamics, a fast and complete breakdow
M within the first picosecond is observed, which is about 5
fs delayed with respect to the equilibration of the electr
gas. The recovery ofM at delay times.2 ps is uniquely
related toTe via the equilibrium magnetization curve. A
comparison of temperature induced dynamics and of fie
induced magnetization reversal to data obtained for the s
high pump-fluence in remanence demonstrates that the
namics of remanent magnetization cannot be interpreted
temperature dynamics only.

Part of this work was supported by the Stichting Fund
mental Onderzoek der Materie~FOM!.
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